Lash Services
Please book a lash consultation at least 48 hours prior to your first treatment. At Cloud Nine we offer a wide variety of different
lashes. During this consultation we will go through all the different types of lashes we have available and discus which would suit
you best. We would also do a patch test to make sure you are not allergic to any of our products.

Eyelash Extensions

LVL Lash Lift

Individual polyester strands that are shaped to mimic the natural human
eyelash. They are bonded to the existing lashes one by one to create
noticeable extra length and volume. When applied correctly and using
our premium quality products a set of lash extensions can last up to 2
months incorporated with a regular maintenance programme.

The number one alternative to semi permanent eyelash extensions. This
treatment adds Length, Volume and Lifts your own natural lashes making
them look longer, darker, fuller and curlier. Lasts 4-8 weeks..

£40

With awide selection of sizes, colours and thicknesses available it is now
possible to create unique and stunning designs giving you longer, fuller,
gorgeous lashes that can look as natural or as glamorous as you wish....

Lash Soak Off

Russian Volume Extensions

Gently and quickly removes any old lashes and any traces of glue.

£55 (infill from £35)

These lashes are thick yet super soft. We apply between 2 and 4 hairs to
every lash, depending on how thick you'd like your lashes to be.

Individual Eyelash Extensions
£45 (infill from £30)

Lashes are applied one by one to your natural lashes.

Cluster/Insert Lashes
£30

Forget the mascara, try our semi permanent eyelash extensions.
Add length, volume and curl, perfect for holidays and special occasions.
Usually last 2-4wks.

£12 (Soak off with any new set applied + £5)

Lash Tint
£12

Enhance the general appearance of your eyes, ideal for swimmers or
before your summer holidays (various colours available). A skin test is
required 24hrs before tinting.

Brow Services
Brow Wax

Brow Tint

We tailor eyebrows to suit your face shape. Having perfectly shaped
eyebrows helps compliment and balance your facial features whilst
opening up the eye area..

Enhance and define the appearance of your eye brows, excellent for
blonde brows or to disguise any greys!.

£8

£10

Brow Wax & Tint

C9 Signature Brow

Combine a brow wax and tint for a special price of £14.

High definition precision tinting and shaping. The ideal treatment if you
want to change the appearance of your eyebrows.

Brow Lamintation

Lamintation Maintenance

Brow lamination is a process of restructuring the brow hairs to get them
to a desired shape. It is a 3 step treatment, which involves applying a very
gentle chemical solution to the brows to break down the bonds in the hair.
We can then sculpt the hairs into a much more defined and uniformed
look by setting them perfectly into the desired shape. This will also tame
any unruly brow hairs & hide any gaps. The treatment is then finished with
a brow tint and a super nourishing brow mask. Leaving you with fuller,
silky & symmetrical eye brows.

This treatment is ideal to have 4 weeks post lamination, the perfect
monthly booster to have in between lamination treatments. A super
nourishing brow mask is applied to help maintain that fluffy full laminated
look followed by a tint & wax..

£15

£35

£20

£25

